Light management is of great importance in photovoltaic cells, as it determines the fraction of incident light entering the device. An optimal p-n junction combined with optimal light absorption can lead to a solar cell efficiency above the Shockley-Queisser limit. Here, we show how this is possible by studying photocurrent generation for a single core-shell p-i-n junction GaAs nanowire solar cell grown on a silicon substrate. At 1 sun illumination, a short-circuit current of 180 mA cm -2 is obtained, which is more than one order of magnitude higher than that predicted from the Lambert-Beer law. The enhanced light absorption is shown to be due to a light-concentrating property of the standing nanowire, as shown by photocurrent maps of the device. The results imply new limits for the maximum efficiency obtainable with III-V based nanowire solar cells under 1 sun illumination. With the advent of third-generation photovoltaics, solar cells will become cheaper and more efficient than current devices. In particular, a cost reduction may be achieved by reducing material use through the fabrication of nanowire arrays and radial p-n junctions [3] [4] [5] . The geometry of nanowire crystals is expected to favour elastic strain relaxation, providing great freedom in the design of new compositional multijunction solar cells 6 grown on mismatched materials 7, 8 . The efficiencies of nanostructured solar cells have increased over time and have now reached up to 13.8%, due to improvements in materials and new device concepts [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Light absorption in standing nanowires is a complex phenomenon, with a strong dependence on nanowire dimensions and the absorption coefficient of the raw materials [15] [16] [17] [18] . In low-absorbing microwire arrays, such as those composed of silicon, light absorption is understood via ray optics or by calculation of the integrated local density of optical states of the nanowire film 19, 20 . Interestingly, when these arrays stand on a Lambertian back-reflector, an asymptotic increase in light trapping for low filling factors (FFs) is predicted 19 . This is advantageous for improvement of the efficiency-to-cost ratio of solar cells and has led to the demonstration of microwire arrays exhibiting higher absorption than in the equivalent thickness of textured film 19, 21, 22 . The case for nanowires is quite different. Nanowire diameters are smaller than or comparable to the radiation wavelength. In this case, optical interference and guiding effects play a dominant role in relation to reflectivity and absorption spectra. For low-absorbing materials (for example, indirect bandgap materials such as silicon), waveguiding effects plays a key role 23, 24 , whereas highly absorbing semiconductors (such as direct-bandgap GaAs) exhibit resonances that increase the total absorption several times. Nanowires lying on a substrate also exhibit such resonances, often described by Mie theory 25, 26 , although the total absorption rate is significantly lower 27, 28 . Even though the optical absorption of nanowires arranged in an array has been shown to be far more complex than in thin films, nanowire vertical arrays currently seem to be the most reasonable device proposal. One elegant device consists of a single standing nanowire solar cell, contacted on top by a transparent electrode and at the bottom through the substrate. Although the characterization of single nanowires lying on a substrate is quite common, to date there have been no studies on single standing nanowires.
N
anowire-based solar cells hold great promise for third-generation photovoltaics and for powering nanoscale devices 1, 2 .
With the advent of third-generation photovoltaics, solar cells will become cheaper and more efficient than current devices. In particular, a cost reduction may be achieved by reducing material use through the fabrication of nanowire arrays and radial p-n junctions [3] [4] [5] . The geometry of nanowire crystals is expected to favour elastic strain relaxation, providing great freedom in the design of new compositional multijunction solar cells 6 grown on mismatched materials 7, 8 . The efficiencies of nanostructured solar cells have increased over time and have now reached up to 13.8%, due to improvements in materials and new device concepts [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Light absorption in standing nanowires is a complex phenomenon, with a strong dependence on nanowire dimensions and the absorption coefficient of the raw materials [15] [16] [17] [18] . In low-absorbing microwire arrays, such as those composed of silicon, light absorption is understood via ray optics or by calculation of the integrated local density of optical states of the nanowire film 19, 20 . Interestingly, when these arrays stand on a Lambertian back-reflector, an asymptotic increase in light trapping for low filling factors (FFs) is predicted 19 . This is advantageous for improvement of the efficiency-to-cost ratio of solar cells and has led to the demonstration of microwire arrays exhibiting higher absorption than in the equivalent thickness of textured film 19, 21, 22 . The case for nanowires is quite different. Nanowire diameters are smaller than or comparable to the radiation wavelength. In this case, optical interference and guiding effects play a dominant role in relation to reflectivity and absorption spectra. For low-absorbing materials (for example, indirect bandgap materials such as silicon), waveguiding effects plays a key role 23, 24 , whereas highly absorbing semiconductors (such as direct-bandgap GaAs) exhibit resonances that increase the total absorption several times. Nanowires lying on a substrate also exhibit such resonances, often described by Mie theory 25, 26 , although the total absorption rate is significantly lower 27, 28 . Even though the optical absorption of nanowires arranged in an array has been shown to be far more complex than in thin films, nanowire vertical arrays currently seem to be the most reasonable device proposal. One elegant device consists of a single standing nanowire solar cell, contacted on top by a transparent electrode and at the bottom through the substrate. Although the characterization of single nanowires lying on a substrate is quite common, to date there have been no studies on single standing nanowires.
In this Article, we present experimental measurements on single GaAs nanowire solar cells, as grown on a silicon substrate, where the p-section is contacted through a highly doped substrate and the n-section through a transparent top contact (Fig. 1a-c) 26 . We find that light absorption in single standing nanowires is more than one order of magnitude more efficient than is predicted from the Lambert-Beer law. We show measurements on two devices. The first device (Fig. 1 ) exhibits a short-circuit current density of 180 mA cm 22 when normalized to the projected area. This leads to an apparent solar conversion efficiency of 40%. The second device shows a short-circuit current of 173 mA cm 22 and an apparent efficiency of 28%. The reason for these very high efficiencies is the mismatch between the absorption cross-section and the physical bounds of the nanowires, hinting at a very large absorption crosssection. This work represents a critical step towards the next generation of nanowire-based solar cells.
The current-voltage characteristics of the devices were measured in the dark and under AM 1.5G illumination. The experimental data for device 1 are shown in Fig. 1d . In the dark, the device exhibits typical diode behaviour, with an ideality factor of 2.6. Under illumination, the diode curve is shifted downwards as a consequence of photogeneration and separation of electron-hole pairs, giving a short-circuit current of 256 pA. The diameter of the nanowire is 425 nm, corresponding to an apparent photogenerated current density of 180 mA cm 22 . The open-circuit voltage V OC and FF are 0.43 V and 0.52, respectively, both of which should be improved by optimizing the resistivity, the thickness of the doped layers and surface passivation 29 . The generated power at the maximum power point is 57 pW, corresponding to 40 mW cm 22 . Dividing the generated power density by the incident power density, the solar cell yields an apparent efficiency of 40%. To understand the extreme photon collection boost in free-standing single GaAs nanowires, we used a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to model a 2.5-mm-long nanowire embedded in SU-8 as a function of its diameter and of the wavelength of the plane-wave radiation propagating along the nanowire axis [30] [31] [32] . Figure 2a shows the wavelength and diameter dependence of the absorption rate of such a nanowire. Note that the absorption is zero for wavelengths larger than 900 nm where the absorption coefficient of GaAs goes to zero. Two dominant branches for low and high diameters are observed, corresponding to resonances similar to the Mie resonances observed in nanowires lying on a substrate 25 . Light absorption in the standing nanowire is enhanced by a factor of between 10 and 70 with respect to the equivalent thin film. Another way to express this enhancement in absorption is through the concept of an absorption cross-section. The absorption cross-section is defined as A abs ¼ ah, where a is the physical cross-section of the nanowire and h is the absorption efficiency. It is largely accepted that the absorption cross-section in nanoscale materials is larger than their physical size. In systems such as quantum dots, the absorption cross-section can exceed the physical size by a factor of up to 8 (ref. 33) . We calculated the absorption cross-section of the nanowires as a function of the nanowire diameter and incident wavelength (Fig. 2b) . The absorption crosssection is, in all cases, larger than the physical cross-section of the nanowire. It is interesting to note that the absorption of photons from an area larger than the nanowire itself is equivalent to a builtin light concentration C. Light concentration has an additional benefit in that it increases the open-circuit voltage with a term kT ln C, thereby increasing the efficiency [34] [35] [36] . The largest absorption cross-section in Fig. 2b ), corresponding to an overall builtin light concentration of 12.
Measurements of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) normalized by the physical area for both lying and standing nanowire devices are shown in Fig. 3a (see Supplementary Section S1 for more details). Lying nanowires exhibit EQE values up to 2 due to Mie resonances 37 , while for standing nanowires values of up to 14.5 are reached. This further confirms that the absorption cross-section is several times larger than the apparent crosssection of the wire, especially at wavelengths close to the bandgap.
To further understand the absorption boost in our devices, we spatially mapped the photocurrent generated by a vertical nanowire device for three different excitation wavelengths: 488 nm, 676 nm and 800 nm. The results presented in Fig. 3b-d are deconvoluted with the point-spread function of the diffraction-limited laser spot. As seen in the figure, a photocurrent from an area much larger than the size of the laser spot appears for all three wavelengths. A fit to the data allows the estimation of an effective absorption crosssection diameter of 1.2 mm (488 nm), 1.0 mm (676 nm) and 1.3 mm (800 nm), respectively. Hence, the absorption boost in our device is due to an unexpectedly large absorption cross-section of the vertical nanowire geometry. This is equivalent to a built-in light concentration of 8, which is in good agreement with our theoretical predictions. In addition, we speculate that the top-contact geometry further contributes to the resonant absorption effect, thereby increasing the absorption cross-section and the boost in photogenerated current.
Finally, we put our results into perspective by comparing them to the best existing technologies and to the design principles for increasing efficiency. In Table 1 we list the best values for leading technologies such as single-junction crystalline silicon (c-Si) and GaAs, as well as triple-junction devices. The highest efficiency is provided by the triple-junction solar cell (34.1%), with a shortcircuit current of 14.7 mA cm 22 . In this case the short-circuit current is kept relatively low as it has to be matched between the three cells connected in series, and it is the high efficiency that generates the increase in V OC . The highest short-circuit current is obtained in the c-Si solar cell, where light management techniques result in a boost in the photogenerated current of 42.7 mA cm 22 . The record efficiency recorded by Alta Devices with GaAs was obtained with a relatively thin film (a few micrometres, rather than a few hundred micrometres as in standard cells). This brings us to the discussion of what determines high efficiency. A solar cell operates at a voltage that maximizes the generated power, dictated by the short-circuit current, FF and V OC . Designing with a view to achieving higher efficiencies requires strategies for increasing these values 38, 39 . Improving the first two parameters -shortcircuit current and FF -mainly involves device 'engineering', while obtaining the ultimate V OC is dictated by the thermodynamics of solar energy conversion into electrical work. Within the Shockley-Queisser model, V OC is limited as follows 36 :
where T and T sun are the temperatures of the cell and the sun, respectively, V emit and V sun correspond to the solid angle of emission and collection, n is the refractive index of the material, and QE is the emission quantum efficiency. The first term is related to the Carnot efficiency, which reduces V OC by 5%. The second term corresponds to the entropic losses occurring during work generation. The first entropy loss is due to non-reciprocity in the angle of light absorption and emission. Light-resonant structures such as nanowires can reduce the contribution of this term 36 . The second entropy loss takes account of the concentration factor, given by the refractive index and any external concentration: V OC increases by implementing light-trapping strategies, with the additional benefit of increasing absorption close to the bandgap 40, 41 . The last entropic term refers to non-radiative losses. It can be reduced to zero by increasing QE to 1. The impressive result for GaAs cells achieved by Alta Devices was obtained thanks to increasing the QE in a GaAs thin film to 1. Our results provide a further path for higher-efficiency solar cells. Even though the electrical characteristics shown are not yet ideal, we observe a light concentration effect plus a significant increase in absorption rate close to the bandgap, similar to that proposed in ref. 36 . These two effects are such that nanowire structures can reduce the entropy in the conversion of solar energy into electrical work, thereby providing a path for increasing the efficiency of solar cells. It is also important to note that the unexpected increase in the absorption cross-section enables nanowires to be further separated from one another, resulting in major cost reductions for the final device. Our experiments indicate that a good interwire distance would be 1.2 mm. A nanowire solar cell consisting of nanowires similar to the device shown in Fig. 1 , positioned in a hexagonal array with a pitch of 1 mm (optical cross-section with a diameter of 1.2 mm), would have an optical FF of 1, and it would only use a material volume equivalent to that of a 546 nm film and exhibit a conversion efficiency of 4.6%. By using devices with a smaller area (see left branch in Fig. 2a,b) , one could further reduce the amount of material used by a factor of up to 72. By improving the electrical characteristics of the p-n junction, higher efficiencies could be obtained. By considering an effective light concentration of only 15, an array of GaAs nanowires with ideal characteristics would exhibit an efficiency of 33.4%, thereby overcoming the Shockley-Queisser limit for planar GaAs solar cells illuminated by 1.5 AM radiation, according to the discussion presented in the foregoing text 34, 42 . Even higher efficiencies could be achieved if the device design were tailored for higher light concentrations and QE. Note that axial junctions, which have the same junction area as the projected area, would obtain the full benefit from such a concentrator effect, and it would be possible to directly compare the performance of GaAs nanowire solar cells under 1 sun with planar GaAs cells under 10 suns. We demonstrate here that single-nanowire devices generate severalfold higher power than their projected areas suggest when they are standing upright, a configuration that also minimizes their footprint. It should be noted that if one were to build a single-nanowire solar cell, then a flat-lying nanowire would exhibit 15 times lower power density compared to the standing nanowire device due to the light concentration effect. This enhancement in energy conversion at the nanoscale will make standing nanowires useful as energy harvesters, with minimum footprint, for feeding other devices on the same chip. This is already the case for nanowire-based p-n junctions with non-ideal characteristics such as the one demonstrated in this work. Last, but not least, the improvement in photon collection renders them (in general) ideal for use as photodetectors.
In conclusion, we have observed a remarkable boost in absorption in single-nanowire solar cells that is related to the vertical configuration of the nanowires and to a resonant increase in the absorption cross-section. These results open a new route to thirdgeneration solar cells, local energy harvesters on nanoscale devices and photon detectors.
Methods
Nanowire growth. Nanowires were grown on oxidized Si(111) with 100 nm apertures using a self-catalysed method. The gallium nominal growth rate was 900 nm h 21 , the substrate temperature was 630 8C and the V/III ratio was 4 (refs 43, 44) . The p-doping of the core was achieved by adding a flux of beryllium during axial growth 45 . Cores were annealed for 10 min at 630 8C. The shell was obtained at 465 8C, a growth rate of 300 nm h 21 and with a V/III ratio of 50. The n-type doping was obtained by adding silicon to the growth step 46 .
Device fabrication and characterization. SU-8 was spun onto the substrate at 4,000 r.p.m. for 45 s and cured with 1 min ultraviolet light and 3 min on a hotplate at 185 8C. An etch-back with a 1-3 min oxygen plasma etch was then performed to free the nanowire tip. The top contact was defined by electron-beam lithography followed by evaporation of indium tin oxide (ITO) (for more details see Supplementary Section S1). The bottom contact was obtained by silver gluing to the back-side of the wafer. Current-voltage characteristics were measured in the dark and under 1.5 G conditions with a standard solar simulator (LOT -Oriel 150 W xenon lamp) with a 1-inch beam diameter and an AM 1.5G filter. A photocurrent map of the devices was collected by scanning the contacted sample under the laser spot focused with a ×63 and 0.75 NA lens. 
